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<h1>Play Bughouse Chess Online With Friends</h1>

<p>
Play Bughouse Game Online on this new website made especially for bughouse.
</p>

<ul>
  <li>Checkout this
    <a href="https://apps.apple.com/us/app/bughouse-chess-online/id6482105703">
      iPhone app to play bughouse chess online.
    </a>
  </li>
  <li>
    Checkout this bughouse database to learn
    <a href="/bughouse-chess-openings-and-strategy/">
      Bughouse Chess Openings, Bughouse Chess Strategy, and Bughouse Chess Theory
    </a>
  </li>
</ul>

<!--
<h2>Are you looking to get better at bughouse?</h2>
<p>
  Bughouse is all about tactics, tactics, tactics. Just being good at tactics can take you a loooong way. That's why there's this book devoted specifically to bughouse tactics. Check out <a href="https://www.amazon.com/Amazing-Bughouse-Tactics-Kids-Adults/dp/0991634101/">"Amazing Bughouse Tactics for Kids...and Adults!"</a> on Amazon.
</p>
-->

<h2>How to Play Bughouse Chess with Friends: Bughouse Rules</h2>
<p>
You need to have two boards. You need to have 4 people total. This is a 2 person vs 2 person team game. You setup the boards so that one person is white, the partner is black. Then any piece you take, you give to your partner. Any piece you receive from your partner, you can place anywhere on the board as long as there is an empty square. Pawns can be placed anywhere except for the back rank and the first rank.
</p>

<h2>Bughouse Chess Strategy</h2>
<p>
There are 3 different styles according to catask (current World Bughouse Champion, partnered with Jeffrey Xiong <jefferyx on chess.com, interestsnone on FICS>): fast defense, fast attack, slow attack.
</p>

<p>
Fast Defense means you play fast and defend. This style is a defensive style to help your team get up on time. You also sit occassionally if your diagonal-opponent is waiting for pieces to attack your partner.
</p>

<p>
Fast Attack means you sometimes play dubious attacking moves, relying on speed to stay up time, and that your opponent cannot defend successfully in time.
</p>

<p>
Slow Attack means you play slow, you use the extra time to focus on playing good moves, winning pieces and threatening mates, while also waiting for pieces from your partner.
</p>

<p>
A good idea is to switch between fast defense and slow attack. When you're up enough time or you're in an attack, you should sit for two reasons: 1) pieces from your partner to attack, and 2) to find the best move.
</p>

<p>
I encourage you to read catask's article on the various bughouse strategy. It's seriously good.
</p>

<h2>Bughouse Chess Engine</h2>
<p>
Stay tuned, this is a feature we will build. Bughouse Chess Engines can be useful to help analyze your game, find the tactics you missed (to win material or mate). It's a very useful idea. However, chess.com is nowhere close to building this feature. FICS has never had this feature. Lichess has the feature for normal chess and variants, but they will not build bughouse anytime in the future.
</p>

<p>
As bughouse enthusiasts, we're going to build this feature so that you can get better at bughouse chess by finding the mistakes in your game and for practicing against the machine.
</p>

<h2>Bughouse Chess Against Computer</h2>
<p>
Stay tuned, this is yet another feature we will implement. Nobody else on the internet allows you to play bughouse chess against computers.
Unfortunately it is not possible to play bughouse chess against computers on chess.com or even FICS. FICS did not allow computer accounts. Chess.com also does not really prioritize bughouse. Instead they prioritize chess. And lichess does not have any plans to implement bughouse since it would be very disruptive to how their server is designed.
</p>

<h2>Bughouse Chess Openings</h2>
<p>
  There are not many good bughouse chess openings. As white, you want to play e4 or d4. As black, you counter with e5, d5, or turtle up with the french e6/d5, or hedgehog e6/d6. The easiest way to learn bughouse openings is to study the best players' games and study the moves they play. Look at chess.com best bughouse leaderboard for who to study.
</p>

<h2>Bughouse Chess History</h2>
<p>
  Bughouse Chess is a very recent phenomenon. According to the wikipedia page for Bughouse Chess, this variant was first invented around 1960. Nowadays, it's known as a very popular diversion during chess tournaments due to its social nature, team dynamic, and fast crazy play around tactics.
</p>

<h2>Who is behind "Bughouse Chess Online"?</h2>
<p>
A bughouse enthusiast. watchandlearnlol (formerly dominictyler) on chess.com, rated 2500+ in bughouse. I'm old enough to have played on FICS way back in the day. And the user interface for FICS was way better than chess.com. Time to make the bughouse game more popular.
</p>

<h2>"Bughouse Chess Online" TODO</h2>
<p>
This is the TODO list of ideas I have planned for bughousechessonline.com:
</p>

<ul>
  <li>Voice lobby for people watching games.</li>
  <li>Improve the watchability of bughouse games via automated-replays (a la American football style) that shows the mates+good moves both sides missed</li>
  <li>Ability to offer a "Time Scramble" -- if both sides agree to time scramble, the clocks on both sides get set down to 20 seconds and then it's whoever is fastest! Try to avoid getting flagged ;)</li>
  <li>Make voice chat DEFAULT. Part of the fun of bughouse is coordinating tactics with your friends. The worst part of playing bughouse on chess.com is when your partners just don't listen.</li>
  <li>Allow you to search for a random partner first instead of just a totally random pool in chess.com where you get a random partner every game. This allows you to try to find a partner who matches your style. Also allows you to adjust your style to your partner, such as changing up openings, or how often you trade, etc. It also gives you a chance to potentially teach your partner how to play better.</li>
  <li>Allow people to listen in on games. Be able to listen to ALL four players</li>
  <li>NO private chat. Everybody listens to everybody. Part of the fun of bughouse is being able to talk your opponents into doing something.</li>
  <li>Ability to record voice commands</li>
  <li>Thief-style communication buttons</li>
  <li>mobile app for playing bughouse. Make it world-class</li>
  <li>lag compensator. If one board is lagging, will compensate other board</li>
  <li>Make it easier for strong players to partner. A special channel/club for strong players</li>
  <li>Allow use of computer during unrated games.</li>
  <li>Create many more block lists that FICS had: nopartner, noplay, nochat, noinexperienced accounts etc.</li>
</ul>
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